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Throughout many areas of the country, buildings are beginning to fall into disrepair and
abandonment. Due to changing technologies, requirements, and adjacencies, these
buildings are being demolished and replaced with new structures. Previously, much of the
effect of abandonment was only felt in cities large enough to accommodate warehouses or
industrial buildings. However, more recently smaller communities have begun to reach the
same problems of empty buildings falling into disrepair. Schools are especially at risk of
this fate. Various issues can cause these schools to become abandoned, including a lack
of space for increased numbers of students, a lowering enrollment number, or inadequate
facilities in terms of repair or code requirements. Students and teachers now require more
space, efficient and accessible circulation, adjacent green areas for activity, and integration
of the newest technologies in order to best create an environment that promotes both
teaching and learning. While the abandonment of schools within a community can leave
the building itself in disrepair, the overall effect on the neighborhood and community can
be quite severe. Schools, along with other institutional structures, carry social implications
for the community as a whole. They are an architectural piece of the neighborhood that
physically and socially ties areas together through events and education.
In Madison, South Dakota, one such case of discarding old schools for new structures is
currently underway. In the fall of 2006, a brand new elementary school will open on the edge
of the 7000 person town, consolidating grades K-5 in one structure. Two different elementary
schools in various neighborhoods around town will be left behind. The outcome of this
consolidation is somewhat predictable, considering the characteristics of the small town.
Madison is home to 7000 people, including growing families, college students, and an elderly
population. As you drive into town, you notice the new Lewis Drug, Montgomery’s Furniture,
and Prostrollo’s Auto Mall, all recently developed along with many other small businesses
on the edge of town. Downtown, these new developments take their toll as counted by the
ever-changing stores and empty windows that can’t seem to stay in business. The ones
who could already moved their establishments to the outskirts by the “big-box stores.” A
few consistent businesses, including banks, hair salons, clothing stores, and flower shops
establish downtown for the town. Further into town, Dakota State University’s campus
integrates itself with surrounding neighborhoods. The campus encompasses about six
square blocks, making accessibility easy for its students. One would never know that this
is one of the most technologically driven schools in the country based solely on aesthetics.
On the other edge of town are the middle school, high school, and construction on the
new elementary school. Around these areas, new middle to upper-class neighborhoods
have sprouted up, creating a sea of typical suburban homes. The pace of the city can be
summed up by its one stoplight, unless it happens to be game night at the high school or
college. Community values and pride prosper, creating an environment that values heritage
and history, as well as growth and progress. Unfortunately, due to the trend of the downtown
district, citizen’s attempts to try to revitalize more voids in their community may prove difficult.
My proposal is an adaptive reuse plan that seeks to assist the community in reusing and
reinterpreting these left behind school buildings and sites, creating infill for voids in the
town and individual neighborhoods. My intentions will be focused primarily on one school,
Washington Elementary, whose location near Dakota State University’s campus provides an
ideal opportunity for program. DSU is a pinnacle part of Madison’s community, stretching
its academic and technological influence from partnerships with high school athletics and a

community health center, to the town’s slogan, “In Touch With the World.” DSU is known for
its educational focus on technology, offering many majors specific to that area. Currently,
graduate programs are available at the university, but no housing or specific areas have
been dedicated to those students. Washington Elementary, which is blocks from campus,
provides an opportunity for DSU to expand its campus and facilities to accommodate and
recruit more students.
In thinking about adaptive reuse not just in terms of the building itself, but also as one
part of the community or surrounding neighborhood, DSU’s involvement and inclusion of
additional program will aid in filling what would be a dead space in the middle of a thriving
neighborhood. Understandably, the process by which Washington Elementary is filled will
be inherently different from other sites, even in the same town. However, I am proposing
a prototypical quality to this process, not in terms of the programming of the buildings
or aesthetic quality of the outcome, but simply regarding the examination of voids in
communities and the process of creating space in order to benefit the area. Documentation
of concerns, findings, interviews, diagrams, mappings, and readings will provide a starting
point for the process to be repeated in a different situation. While giving program to empty
buildings creates a use for an area, it more importantly activates a space, giving back
its previous life so it fits seamlessly with its context rather than serving as a break in the
continuity of a neighborhood.
In approaching the methodology of this project, work will begin from the outside – in. First,
the understanding of what makes a void in a community and what effects it has will be
researched and documented, focusing on the abandoned schools in Madison. These
particular characteristics could then be compared to precedents and options of reactivating
the spaces explored. After defining the contextual issues, the project will focus on Washington
Elementary and its immediate neighborhood. The applied program will include graduate
housing, along with other needs deemed fitting. Investigation into the particular needs and
objectives of both DSU and future tenants will refine the program. In the design phase,
the building will be studied in its current stage in terms of structure, code compliance, and
overall repair. Here, the ideals and persona of the client as a technologically advanced
institution will be explored, along with the image they wish to project. In addition, when
thinking about the lifespan the building up through my iteration, the issue arises of building
for re-adaptation. Architects build their structures with the intention they will last forever,
when in reality, that condition is rare. Although building for endurance is important, the
pace and trends of our recent society suggest that architects could start to build according
to deconstruction and reuse rather than demolition and waste. In that same respect, reuse
could also be incorporated in terms of materiality, either using pieces of the existing school
or purchasing used materials. Also during this phase, site planning and outdoor spaces will
be planned and designed so as to create a connection with the surroundings.
While voids in communities are everywhere, affecting both large cities and small towns,
architecture can become a response, seeking to reactivate these spaces with program,
event, and character. Just as abandoned buildings were once active and necessary
elements of a neighborhood, expressing the community’s values and livelihood, they can
again be adapted and interpreted as integral components of an area.

Project Abstract
Problem:
In Madison, South Dakota, my home town, growth over time has left voids throughout the city, leaving
sites and buildings abandoned that used to be places of gathering and interaction.
Goal:
My focus is to reactivate one of these spaces into a place that not only fills the void, but integrates the
surrounding community through new program, spatial relationships, and architectural (space-making)
interventions.
Proposal:
Washington Elementary School, recently abandoned due to consolidation, provided a key location in
the city with its proximity to Dakota State University, as well as the potential to perform as a reactivated
community space. Programmatically, the adjacent University, which is a driving force in the community,
will provide a service by offering their skills in a particular topic – technology. The site becomes reactivated
and reinterpreted as a learning, meeting, assisting, and interactive zone, all based on the premise of
technology. Architecturally, the strategy for approaching the existing building and site becomes not one
of preservation, but one of evolution. The site was once able to perform a certain function. Now that
the function has been removed, it needs to find the potential in itself to perform in a new way in order to
support the ideals and needs of the new client and program. The existing site and building are currently
an icon to a particular function. With the new program, the design can shift the experience and perception
from one of an institution, to that of a place which promotes social networks and individual interactions.
Fall Objectives:
1. investigate opportunities for reactivation both through research of the community and of various
architectural methods
2. reactivate a space both programmatically and architecturally, utilizing the existing conditions as an
active component in the process
3. create a public space that begins to re-centralize the city by encouraging interaction, connectivity,
and community
Spring Objectives:
1. design development – continue to investigate my particular approach for reactivating the site in
order to realize a final building scheme
2. focus on individual spaces
3. explore strategies for material connections between old and new, both through drawing and
modeling
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1. existing structure
37

2. zones of activity

design intent
pal·imp·sest

- a parchment or the like from which writing has been partially or completely erased to make room
for another text (the existing building is treated as one layer of information and the addition is
another, each of which are completely different languages. the existing layer is partially erased to
accommodate the new program and identity of the addition.)
1. the structure of the existing building provides the basic framework in which the new building
layer works.
2. the primary area of activity is the gym/auditorium space. the rest of the building is
compartmentalized into smaller classrooms. the gym/auditorium space is reactivated as
an open, interactive zone where various programs come together.
3. the compartmentalized classrooms are reused as meeting rooms or graduate-level classrooms.
the gym/auditorium space provides an opportunity to connect with the rest of the site,
encouraging community access and interaction.
4. the primary circulation paths are maintained and in the case of the front entrance, are
celebrated.
5. the new layer takes advantage of opportunities within the old, regarding structure, activity
zones, spatial qualities, and circulation.
the following design phases explore the qualities of this new layer and its interaction with the existing building.

3. compartmentalized vs. open

4. primary circulation
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final design
pal·imp·sest
- a parchment or the like from which writing has been partially or completely erased to make room for another text
(the existing building is treated as one layer of information and the addition is another, each of which are completely
different languages. the existing layer is partially erased to accommodate the new program and identity of the addition.)

layer 1: existing building (subtracted or altered where necessary to create new spatial relationships)
layer 2: new building (reflects the new use as a technology center with characteristics such as smooth, modern
materials and rounded edges to contrast the existing building)
layer 3: ground (the flat site becomes manipulated in order to encourage movement into and through the building)
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1 floorplates

eak up the compartmentalization and disconnection
in order to break
from floor to floor, the floorplates were subtracted at key points.
these subtractions were made in accordance with the existing
structural conditionss of the building. in this way, the design takes
’s potential to create new space.
advantage of the building’s

2 exterior skin

this element is utilized for its qualities, such as privacy, mass, and
enclosure. wherever new program required varied spatial conditions,
the enclosure could be modified through subtraction.

3 steel frames

these frames surround openings made into the old building in order to
accommodate for the new layer.

4 ground

to activate the site as a place of community and interaction, spaces
become delineated within the manipulation of the ground plane. at
oints, the plane becomes overhead, creating intimate shaded
certain points,
spaces, and at other points, sinks below the original level to create
parking for visitors.

5 interior walls

g interior walls construct the majority of the structure for the
the existing
building. these walls work well to construct compartmentalized spaces,
but serve only to discourage connections from space to space. the
design utilizes the existing organization of these walls, but begins to
olumns.
break down the mass with columns.

6 new layer

the new architectural addition embeds itself into the existing structure,
working in conjunction with the current organization. this addition
is delineated as a new language throughout the old building. any
modification to the existing building takes place as a component of this
new language, conforming in both character and materiality. sequence
of space is created or enhanced through the use of this addition,
which encourages circulation of the entire building and site through
the physical continuity of materiality. in looking at the potential of
the building to create new space, the previous zones of activity, they
gym and auditorium, were reactivated as the primary gathering space.
next, the compartmentalized classrooms provided opportunities for
more private functions, such as meeting rooms, dsu classrooms, and
living quarters.
ters. the existing building and site are reactivated based on
their current potential, while the addition serves to take advantage of
these conditions in order to create new space that architecturally and
programmatically supports the building’s new role.
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details

:the connection between old and new is detailed as a reveal window

:the new ground layer allows pedestrians to interact on multiple levels

61

:the new building layer can be manipulated to create space on a more personal level
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steel frame

metal panels
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review 1

67

review 2

68

review 3: semester final

method
lisa satter

Objectives:
1. investigate opportunities for reactivation both through research of the community and of
various architectural methods
2. reactivate a space both programmatically and architecturally, utilizing the existing conditions
as an active component in the process
3. create a public space that begins to re-centralize the city by encouraging interaction,
connectivity, and community

c

b
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implementation

method

implementation analysis
(based on original objectives)

insubtraction:
order to activate washington
school as a place of interaction,
subtraction
or unbuilding
was
-creates connections
through
developed
as a method. this
spaces
method begins to utilize the
building
as athe
meeting
for
-breaks down
barrier point
between
various
linesinside
of activity. these
outside and
activities are mapped through the
building,
creating connections
-voids encourage
accessibility
from
exterior
to interior
and
one
through
the existing
site
rather
activity
to theit next. in this way,
than around
the massive enclosure of the
existing
building solid
beginsattocertain
break
-voids become
down
points,to encourage
becomingaccessibility
vertical
and
interaction.
circulation
or additional spaces

this option begins to deal with
accessibility, catering to how
people would experience the site
based on current conditions.

:various existing spaces in the community establish a network of activity
:the building manipulates itself to cater to surrounding programmatic accessibility
:programs and spaces begin to integrate themselves together
inside of the existing building, creating a hub for connections

this option creates new space both
in terms of subtraction, but also in
the addition of a new language.

this option begins by reactivating
the space that was previously
the zone of activity (the gym and
auditorium) into a main hub.

-the existing building and site
become activated through lines
of activity, which begin to inform
sight lines and accessibility

this option fails to integrate the site
into the design, focusing primarily
on the built environment.

diagonalization:
-creates connections primarily in
section

this option fails to treat the existing
site as playing an active role in the
creation of new space, modifying
the existing to an extreme.

-spaces begin to spill into one
another, creating an awareness
of other activity
-the connection is expressed as
a new language that integrates
itself into the existing organization
of the building
-the new language can be
manipulated to accommodate
various programmatic spatial
qualities
-the existing building and site
become reactivated through the
addition of this new language

this option begins to treat the
building as an active part in spacemaking, allowing any addition
to base itself on the existing
organization.

:the existing organization of the building establishes growth patterns.
:the existing structure and site begin to extend or shift themselves in order to create new space.
:activity zones are connected together in a particular space. voids between spaces
allow for connections to the community.

this option manipulates the site to
support the growth of the building,
as well as to activate outdoor
conditions.

growth:
this option works with the existing
organization of the building to a
limited extent. the real potential of
spaces is not investigated.

-the building is treated as an everchanging element, manipulating
itself to accommodate the needs
of changes in the community
-with a new program, the existing
building grows out into the site

this option has limited accessibility,
which does not reference the
surrounding community, but rather
just works with the organization of
the existing building.

-the existing organization of the
building is utilized
-the building embraces the
changes, catering to new spatial
necessities

this option begins to overtake the
existing building rather than grow
out of it. the existing building is
altered to the point of losing its
character.

-the existing building and site
are reactivated by utilizing the
potential of the current conditions
and creating new ones where
necessary

solution
implementation analysis: pros
enclosure: this element is utilized for its qualities, such as privacy, mass,
this option begins to deal with
accessibility, catering to how
people would experience the site
based on current conditions.

this option creates new space both
in terms of subtraction, but also in
the addition of a new language.

this option begins by reactivating
the space that was previously
the zone of activity (the gym and
auditorium) into a main hub.

this option begins to treat the
building as an active part in spacemaking, allowing any addition
to base itself on the existing
organization.

this option manipulates the site to
support the growth of the building,
as well as to activate outdoor
conditions.

a

and enclosure. wherever new program required varied spatial conditions,
the enclosure could be modified through subtraction.

floorplates: in

order to break up the compartmentalization and
disconnection from floor to floor, the floorplates were subtracted at key
points. these subtractions were made in accordance with the existing
structural conditions of the building. in this way, the design takes advantage
of the building’s potential to create new space.

ground plane: to activate the site as a place of community and interaction,
spaces become delineated within the manipulation of the ground plane.
at certain points, the plane becomes overhead, creating intimate shaded
spaces, and at other points, sinks below the original level to create parking
for visitors.

primary interior walls: the existing interior walls construct the majority
of the structure for the building. these walls work well to construct
compartmentalized spaces, but serve only to discourage connections from
space to space. the design utilizes the existing organization of these walls,
but begins to break down the mass with columns.
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parking

dsu classroom

addition: the new architectural addition embeds itself into the existing

living
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living

living

dsu classroom

open to below

study space

study space

c

offices
entry

media sales/
help desk

lobby

restroom

b

meeting room

structure, working in conjunction with the current organization. this
addition is delineated as a new language throughout the old building. any
modification to the existing building takes place as a component of this new
language, conforming in both character and materiality. sequence of space
is created or enhanced through the use of this addition, which encourages
circulation of the entire building and site through the physical continuity of
materiality. in looking at the potential of the building to create new space,
the previous zones of activity, they gym and auditorium, were reactivated
as the primary gathering space. these spaces provided an opportunity for
a large span of open space not found anywhere else in the structure. next,
the compartmentalized classrooms provided opportunities for more private
functions, such as meeting rooms, dsu classrooms, and living quarters.
however, the existing conditions were modified to some extent to create
limited connections, visibility, or private outdoor spaces. new spaces, such
as media sales, learning and computer areas, and vertical circulation extend
into the site, interacting with created outdoor spaces. the existing building
and site are reactivated based on their current potential, while the addition
serves to take advantage of these conditions in order to create new space
that architecturally and programmatically supports the building’s new role.
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interior perspective - lobby
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materiality

layers

details

existing brick facade

exterior

steel angle lintels

metal panel surface

glass reveal window

floorplates

lighting recess

steel construction

wall section 1/2”=1’

handrail detail

landscape
underground parking

landscape section 3/16”=1’

interior walls
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primary element
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(rubber floor/metal panel wall)

primary element

(rubber floor/metal panel wall)

concrete 1
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(refinished)

concrete 2
grass
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tech center

review 5: final

existing conditions

concept
pal·imp·sest
- a parchment or the like from which writing has been partially or completely erased to make room for another text
(the existing building is treated as one layer of information and the addition is another, each of which are completely different languages.
the existing layer is partially erased to accommodate the new program and identity of the addition.)
1. the structure of the existing building provides the basic framework in which the new building layer works.
2. the primary area of activity is the gym/auditorium space. the rest of the building is compartmentalized into smaller classrooms. the gym/auditorium space is reactivated as an open, interactive zone where various programs
come together.
3. the compartmentalized classrooms are reused as meeting rooms or graduate-level classrooms. the gym/auditorium space provides an opportunity to connect with the rest of the site, encouraging community access and
interaction.
4. the primary circulation paths are maintained and in the case of the front entrance, are celebrated.
5. the new layer takes advantage of opportunities within the old, regarding structure, activity zones, spatial qualities, and circulation.

1. existing structure

design:

support

classclass
roomroom

lounge

stair
support
skylight

office

gymnasium
auditorium

classclass
roomroom

classroom classroom

support
stair

classroomclassroom

2. activity zones

3. closed vs. open spaces

4. primary circulation

5. new building layer

phase 1
subtraction:

playhouse

-creates connections through
spaces

recreation center

-breaks down the barrier between outside and inside
-voids encourage accessibility
through the existing site rather
than around it

high school/middle school

new elementary school

-voids become solid at certain
points, becoming vertical circulation or additional spaces

dsu campus

diagonalization:

washington school (SITE)
(consolidated)

-spaces begin to spill into one
another, creating an awareness of other activity
-the connection is expressed
as a new language that integrates itself into the existing
organization of the building

jr. high

(consolidated)

-the new language can be
manipulated to accommodate
various programmatic spatial
qualities

dsu

(consolidated)

lincoln school

-creates connections primarily
in section

downtown

growth:
-the building is treated as an
ever-changing element, manipulating itself to accommodate the needs of changes in
the community

garfield school

b

(consolidated)

-with a new program, the existing building grows out into the
site
-the existing organization of the
building is utilized
-the existing building and site
are reactivated by utilizing the
potential of the current conditions and creating new ones
where necessary

design: phase 2

seco

new ground layer: human interaction

1/16

various existing spaces in the community establish a network of activity

the building manipulates itself to cater to surrounding programmatic accessibility

programs and spaces begin to integrate themselves together inside of the existing
building, creating a hub for connections
1. this option begins to deal with accessibility, catering to how people would experience the site based on current
conditions.
2. this option creates new space both in terms of subtraction, but also in the addition of a new language.
3. this option begins by reactivating the space that was previously the zone of activity (the gym and auditorium) into a
main hub.

design:

the existing organization of the building establishes growth patterns.

the existing structure and site begin to extend or shift themselves in order to create new space.

activity zones are connected together in a particular space. voids between spaces allow for
connections to the community.
1. this option begins to treat the building as an active part in space-making, allowing any addition to base itself on the
existing organization.
2. this option manipulates the site to support the growth of the building, as well as to activate outdoor conditions.

phase 3 (schematic)

1

section a-a
1/8” = 1’
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2

1 floorplates

in order to break up the compartmentalization and disconnection
from floor to floor, the floorplates were subtracted at key points.
these subtractions were made in accordance with the existing
structural conditions of the building. in this way, the design takes
advantage of the building’s potential to create new space.

2 exterior skin

this element is utilized for its qualities, such as privacy, mass, and
enclosure. wherever new program required varied spatial conditions,
the enclosure could be modified through subtraction.

3 steel frames

these frames surround openings made into the old building in order to
accommodate for the new layer.

4 ground

to activate the site as a place of community and interaction, spaces
become delineated within the manipulation of the ground plane. at
certain points, the plane becomes overhead, creating intimate shaded
spaces, and at other points, sinks below the original level to create
parking for visitors.

5 interior walls

the existing interior walls construct the majority of the structure for the
building. these walls work well to construct compartmentalized spaces,
but serve only to discourage connections from space to space. the
design utilizes the existing organization of these walls, but begins to
break down the mass with columns.

6 new layer

the new architectural addition embeds itself into the existing structure,
working in conjunction with the current organization. this addition
is delineated as a new language throughout the old building. any
modification to the existing building takes place as a component of this
new language, conforming in both character and materiality. sequence
of space is created or enhanced through the use of this addition,
which encourages circulation of the entire building and site through
the physical continuity of materiality. in looking at the potential of
the building to create new space, the previous zones of activity, they
gym and auditorium, were reactivated as the primary gathering space.
next, the compartmentalized classrooms provided opportunities for
more private functions, such as meeting rooms, dsu classrooms, and
living quarters. the existing building and site are reactivated based on
their current potential, while the addition serves to take advantage of
these conditions in order to create new space that architecturally and
programmatically supports the building’s new role.
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underground parking

ond floor plan

6” = 1’

a

25

first floor/site plan
1/16” = 1’

metal panels

sheathing

steel framing

steel angle lintel

existing brick skin

window

metal panels

sheathing

window

handrail

new building layer: old meets new

sheathing

metal panels

sheathing

steel framing

concrete floor

metal panels

steel framing

new building layer: human scale

steel frame

metal panels

sheathing

grass

gravel/topsoil

concrete slab

steel framing

sheathing

handrail

metal panels

a

3

section b-b
1/8” = 1’
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